Wedded Bliss

Designer Cardstock 10 SHEETS! 20 unique designs USOM500830 $10

Party Brights Designer Cardstock features both trendy and traditional color pallets and motifs, giving you lots of creative options as you make one-of-a-kind album pages that celebrate your memories! Includes 10 coordinating, double-sided sheets of 12 x 12 paper.

Solid Color Metallic Cardstock 12 SHEETS! 12 of each color USOM510830 $10

This solid cardstock will coordinate beautifully with all the other pieces in the Wedded Bliss collection. Includes 12 sheets of double-sided 12x12 paper.

Accent Stickers 2 SHEETS! USOM600830 $8

Personalize and embellish your Wedded Bliss-themed pages with a variety of stickers, including tags, labels, wordart and more. Enjoy one "traditional" sticker sheet and one "trendy."
These 4.5 x 6.5 cards are just what you need for recording your memories! With 25 coordinating, double-sided cards, you’ll have plenty of creative design and journaling options.

Journal Cards 25 CARDS!

Border Strips 12 STRIPS!

Add some coordinating flair to your pages with Border Strips! Twelve double-sided strips each measure 2 x 12 and feature both traditional and contemporary patterns, including wedding-themed titles and phrases.

*Images above do not include all Wedded Bliss Journal Cards